Right Hon. Austen Chamberlain, M.P.
restricted than were open to his father's son, he
would, on merit alone, have become the best Per
manent Secretary to the Treasury in history. That
genial and sagacious swashbuckler, Sir William Har-
^	court, once said that if you had a Cabinet of perma-
nent Civil Servants England would be governed admirably, but at the end of a fortnight the whole Government would be hanging from the lamp-posts in Whitehall. Still, the permanent officials applied a strictly intellectual test, and paid, from their point of view, a high compliment. In mental quality Austen Chamberlain came up to the standard of that exacting school, and in a kind of moral quality also. With a very fine courtesy of manner and """'- considerable power of sympathy he united, and unites, just the necessary rigidity of view. Perhaps, indeed, sometimes the rigidity has almost verged upon pedantry. It was not his way to storm through obstacles, or© to lolast by irony. Indeed, his critics have often called him wooden. No such legends are likely to gather round his name as round those of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach or of Robert Lowe. But he certainly had learnt how to say " No "— a lesson which was to stand him in good stead in days to come. He had acquired, if he did not possess it naturally, a passion for the public service.
I do not think that,  as a young man,  Austen Chamberlain saw visions,  or that,  as an old man,
\,	he will dream dreams.    He would,  I think,  be a
little more formidable if he did.    But he saw then,
I	as he sees now, his duty very clearly before him;
-L-s^'""       and towards it he presses without deviation.    It has
f	not always been revealed in a flash ;   nor has the
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